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Abstract 
In autumn 2010, during the LHC beam co

electron-cloud effects producing pressure ris
and single vacuum beam pipes, were o
understand the potential limitations for futu
dedicated machine studies were performed w
50 ns bunch spacing at energy of 450 GeV.  

This paper summarizes the vacuum obser
during these periods. The effects of bunch 
different filling schemes on the vacuum
discussed. Simulations taking into account
pumping speed at the location of the vacuu
introduced. As a consequence, the different v
observed along the LHC ring could be expla

INTRODUCTION 
Build up of electron cloud (EC) 

multipacting was observed for the first tim
with bunch spacing of 150 ns. The electrons
the beam ionization of the residual gas wer
by the electric field of successive bunches
vacuum chamber wall [1-2]. The signatur
cloud was a fast pressure increase due
stimulated desorption at specific location w
stainless steel modules with copper RF shi
the connection between the room tem
cryogenic sections. 

In this paper, the observations made by de
with LHC beam of 50 ns bunch spacing ar
the pressure rise in different locations. In th
effects of the filling patterns parameters on 
up are analyzed. Finally, results from
multipacting suppressor and from a dedica
run are presented.  

PRESSURE AT DIFFERENT LO
IN THE LHC 

Figure 1 shows an averaged pressure inc
different locations in the LHC during the
bunches with 50 ns bunch spacing.  

At the first location, the vacuum gauge i
unbaked cold-warm transition (blue curve). 
speed is obtained by the NEG vacuum ch
mm) on its right and by the cold beam scre
installed on the left side. One ion pump is a
the module. The length of the uncoated p
1.3 m, see Figure 2, left side. 

At the second location, the gauge is i
baked stainless steel module (green curve). 
speed is obtained by the NEG vacuum ch
mm) installed on both side. The length of 
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ion pump for this kind of vacuum g
about 7 m far from it, and allows a 
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The VASCO code [3] was used to
composition at the level of these g
Figure 2. 

 

Figure 1: Pressure rise normalized to 
different interesting area of the machin

 

Figure 2: Sketch of the two location
different pumping available at the 
(cryogenic, NEG and ion pumps) and
gas composition in presence of electro

 
The measured pressure increase du

dependent on the desorption yield (η
(Ѓ) and the effective pumping speed 
the pressure gauge, as indicated in (1)
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As shown in Figure 1, the pressure ri
uniform nor constant on these different 
machine. On the assumption that Ѓ is the s
the beam pipes, the pressure variation reco
only on the different effective pumping spe
at the port of the vacuum gauge and of the 
the surface. 

BEAM EFFECTS  

Bunch Intensity 
Studies concerning the pressure depende

intensity showed that it does not vary up
intensity threshold; above which, an increa
was recorded (Figure 3). The data was tak
spacing of 50 ns and injection of 12+36 bunc
12 bunches do not contribute to the pressure
data presented corresponds to a single beam
the combined effects of two beams on a me
are not considered. The threshold is between
p/b and is similar for the two transition.  

Figure 3: Pressure rise vs. proton bunch 
baked and unbaked vacuum module of the L
 
Pressure versus Beam Current 

Bunch trains (called batch) with bunch 
50 ns and bunch intensity of 1.2·10+11 p/b we
the machine. Each batch was composed 
bunches with a constant distance of 1.85 μs. 

 

Figure 4: Pressure rise vs. number of b
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Figure 4 shows the pressure in
locations analysed as a function 
bunches. A linear pressure increase 
time a batch of 24 bunches was injec
indicating an EC activity linear with t
each location. The results obtained b
the prediction of the number of bun
injected with the same filing pattern
reaching a pressure higher than 4·10
the valves interlocks. 

FILLING PATTER

Batch Separation 
Bunches with constant bunch sepa

bunch intensity of 1.1·10+11 p/b w
machine. Two batches of 24 bunches 
the distance between the two batche
the pressure on different gauges was
shows the average pressure rise fo
positions. The batch separation time
the EC activities was measured to b
With such batch spacing, two consecu
to interact each other and were able
phenomenon. Such a study allows al
surface parameters [4]. 

 

Figure 5: Pressure rise vs. batch sep
carried out to analyse the batch separ
the EC activity is enhanced. 

Batch Population 
In order to analyse and define the 

needed to build up the EC, batches 
bunches were injected in the machin
characterized by constant bunch sepa
bunch intensity of 1.1·10+11 p/b. F
pressure increase in function of the ba
baked and an unbaked stainless steel
first batch of 12 bunches was inject
between the bunch 12 and 13 was alw
10 us so as not to have any interact
different batches. The results obtained
the number of bunches that could be 
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before reaching the vacuum interlock limi
filing pattern in the LHC. 

Figure 6: Pressure rise vs. number of circula

 EC SUPPRESSOR AND CONDIT
Solenoids with a magnetic field of ∼ 50

been installed in all the cold warm transitio
and are used during physic operation. Th
avoid multipacting in order to minimise 
increase stimulated by electron bomb
confining the secondary electrons close to the 
As shown in Figure 7, when the solen
powered, a pressure increase is recorded w
LHC beam is present in the machine; by 
longitudinal magnetic field, a sudden drop i
is clearly visible at both 450 and 3500 GeV. 

Figure 7: Effect of a longitudinal solenoid m
of about 20 Gauss on the pressure rises in th
and 3500 GeV. 

 
Vacuum cleaning and beam scrubbing i

principle mitigation for the electron 
problem.  The vacuum cleaning is a dose eff
electron bombardments which produce a de
electron desorption yield, η, and so the n
molecules desorbed from the surface of the 
pipe by the primary electron. The beam scru
a dose effect due to the electron bombardme
case produce a reduction of the secondary e
δ, and so the number of secondary electron
the primary electron. 

During a dedicated scrubbing run with 
spacing, clear evidence of vacuum cleaning 

it for a fixed 

ating charges. 

TIONING 
0 Gauss have 

on of the LHC 
heir role is to 

the pressure 
bardments by 

wall’s surface. 
noids are not 
when nominal 

applying the 
n the pressure 
 

magnetic field 
e LSS1 at 450 

is one of the 
multipacting 

fect due to the 
ecrease of the 

number of gas 
beam vacuum 
ubbing is also 

ents but in that 
electron yield, 

n generated by 

50 ns bunch 
was observed 

all around the machine. The decrea
pressure function of the beam tim
transition is shown in Figure 8. A
vacuum cleaning and beam scrubbing
decade in the pressure was m
simulation study based on the record
the NEG-NEG transition showed that
from about 1.9 to roughly 1.7 durin
[4,5]. 

Figure 8: Dynamic pressure variatio
scrubbing time 

CONCLUSION
A number of the electron cloud k

been quantified by two dedicated ma
studies carried out in the control roo
effects of bunch intensity and differen
the vacuum activities have been an
bunch spacing, electron cloud build
baked and unbaked stainless steel m
vacuum gauges. Simulations show a
different pressure increase recorded 
the stainless steel modules is mai
effective pumping speed at the loca
gauge.  

Solenoid fields are effective to
multipacting, but at the same time pr
or vacuum cleaning. Scrubbing and v
shown to effectively reduce the pressu
by EC. 
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